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Геотермично изследване на газови хидрати от палеоделтата на Дунав –БИИЗ на Черно море
Атанас Василев
Пионерен опит за изследване на морски газови хидрати с обратна геотермична задача. Експедиционните данни
са резултат от детайлни изследвания по немския проект SUGAR, R/V ”Maria S. Merian”.

Introduction
Gas hydrates (GH) are one of the most important geological objects today. Only 1% of trapped in them
methane could decides the global energy problem for centuries (Sloan, 2004)or makes the planet climate
unbearable (Henriet, 1998)
The Black Sea (Fig. 1) deep waters (87% of the total volume) are the biggest anoxic,
hydrogen sulphide and methane reservoirs of the world (Reeburgh, 1991). Anaerobic
conditions and low salinity in the Black Sea are ideal for generation of natural
hydrocarbons. The presence of submarine gas hydrates has been inferred from mapping
the bottom simulating reflector (BSR), and through direct sampling. Worldwide the
first sample with natural gas hydrate is recovered with gravity corer in the Danube Fan
(Efremova., Dgidgenko, 1974, cited in Ginsburg, Soloviev, 1994). Gas flares Fig. 1.
Black Sea
are observed outside the gas hydrate stability field.
The Europe most promised area for gas hydrate exploration is the Danube paleodelta levee-channel system.
Clear geophysical evidence for large gas hydrates accumulations and sandy collectors are the best conditions
for the first tests in the Black Sea of MeBo - mobile autoclave drilling device (https://www.marum.de),
developed for gas hydrate exploration in the frame of the German project SUGAR (Submarine Gas Hydrate
Reservoirs).

Data
Sediment temperature measurements are crucial for determining the extent of the gas hydrate stability zone
(GHSZ). During the cruise of R/V "Maria S. Merian" MSM34 are conducted detail scale heat flow
measurements to assess the thermal regime in areas appropriate for production technology tests.
Heat flow in situ measurements were conducted from 30.12.2013 to 15.01.2014. The number
of heat flow probe deployment is 5 and the total number of penetrations is 40 at water depths
between 418 and 1500 m.
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Table 1. MSM34 heat flow measurements. MSM34-2 was planned to check the background heat flux.

Measurements were conducted using a 6 m-long Fielax heat flow probe (Fig. 2). The probe
has a Lister-type violin bow design with 22 thermistors spaced at an interval of 26 cm and a
heater wire along the entire length of the string. The electronics are integrated into the head of
the probe. Four 8-channels 22-bit A/D converters record temperature at a sampling interval of
1 s. The probe can be operated in an autonomous mode or with real-time data transmission.
Fig. 2. Fielax heat flow probe
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MSM34 working area (Fig. 3) includes both sides of the Viteaz Canyon. Area of interest for this work is a
part of Bulgarian Exclusive Economic Zone (BEEZ) of the Black Sea. There, south of the canyon, unique
multiple BSR deposits are found in a buried channel-levee system (Popescu, 2006). Within the levee-channel
systems massive sand deposits that would constitute ideal gas hydrate reservoirs can be expected.
Interpreted heat flow data is only from deployment MSM34-3and includes 11 stations.

Fig. 3. MSM34 work area. Insertion: 3D relief of the area of interest (yellow frame)
Legend: dimmed area – area with BSR from MSM34; red lines – EEZ boundaries; bathymetry from multibeam
echosounding (projects ASSEMBLAGE, BLASSON, SUGAR); white isobath 650 m – approximate lateral boundary of
the Black Sea GHSZ; white stars – archive HF stations; yellow stars - MSM34 HF stations; green stars – deepest probe
HF stations in the Black Sea (project ASSEMBLAGE); yellow and green circles – gas flares; brawn stars – potential
mud volcanoes (mud breccia found in corer samples); red circles – earthquake epicenters.

Processing
Full processing of the measurements included the calibration of thermistor sensors, calculation of sediment
temperatures and temperature gradients, correction for probe tilt during penetration, and calculation of
thermal conductivities. The software MHFRED according to an algorithm of Villinger and Davis (1987,
1987a) was used to determine the equilibrium sediment temperatures (Fig. 4) from the recorded temperaturetime series and the thermal conductivity of sediments.

Fig. 4. Vertical temperature distribution in sediments. Note the different scales for depths in water and sediments.
Legend: stars with numbers – heat flow station; all temperatures are in °C; temperature curves under each station
started with the temperature measured at the bottom with sensor No. 22.
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To create more realistic bottom temperature distribution (Fig. 5) are used archive heat flow data and a linear
function temperature-seafloor depth from MSM34 readings of T-sensor No. 22 (for depths H>500m:
Tw[°C]=0.0002*H[m]+8.8315).

Fig. 5. Temperature of the seafloor. Legend: same as for Fig. 3.

Background variants results from Fig. 5 data gridding with steps 0.05 and 0.1geographical degree are shown
on Fig 6.A and B.

A

B

Fig. 6. Background of the seafloor temperature. A. Grid step 0.05 deg; B. Grid step 0.1 deg. Legend: same as for Fig. 3.

Corresponding anomaly temperature fields are shown on Fig 7.A and B.

A

B

Fig. 7. Temperature anomaly field. A. Grid step 0.05 deg; B. Grid step 0.1 deg. Legend: same as for Fig. 3.
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Line in the area of interest includes the 11 HF station of MSM34 deployment 3 and crossed a positive
temperature anomaly. The existing of a clear anomaly is a possibility to apply inverse problem theory for gas
hydrate study.

Interpretation theory

In the 2D geothermy, the process of heat transfer for half-space (z≥0) homogeneous isotropic layer, in halfplane X0Z with axis 0Z directed vertically down, is described by the Poisson’s equation:

 ∂ 2U ∂ 2U 
λ  2 + 2  + q( x, z ) = 0
∂z 
 ∂x

(1)

with the boundary conditions
U ( x,0) = U1 ( x)

− ∞ < x < ∞,

U ( x, h ) = U 2 ( x )

x ∈ [c, d ]

(2)

where U(x,z) – temperature; λ - conductivity; q – source’s heat flow:

( x, z ) ∈ S ,

q ( x, z ) = q ( x ) > 0

q ( x, z ) ≡ 0

( x, z ) ∉ S

(3)

The region S is with a boundaries: i) base: straight line z=H; ii) top: curve ϕ(x)=H-z(x), x∈[a,b]; a and b are
known constants. Function z(x) satisfies the limitations:

x ∈ [a, b],

0 ≤ z ( x) ≤ H − h,

z (a ) = z (b) = 0

(4)

According to the method of the source’s function, the solution of equation (1) with conditions (2) is
(Tikhonov, Glasko, Dmitriev, 1978) when H is known constant (the depth of the base of GHSZ is easy
determinable, ex. from the depth of BSR or from the gas hydrate phase curves):
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For gas hydrate study a useful task is determination of the heat density q(x) and the shape of the heat source
z(x), x ∈[a,b] from the operator equation:
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Uniqueness of the solution follows from results of Ostromogilskiy (1970).
Usually right part of the equation (6) is a result of measurement with some error. The incorrectness of the
problem made the solution unstable from small changes of the right part. Therefore, for steady decision, the
regularization method of Tikhonov is applied. The decision of the equation (6) is reduced to search of a
function which delivers a minimum of a smoothing functional (Tikhonov, Glasko, 1965).
Model input parameters are temperature anomalies (Fig. 8) and:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a=c=0 m;
b=d; b 0.05 =5900 m; b 0.1 =5800 m;
H=330 m - BSR1 depth (Popescu, 2006);
h=130 m - initial approximation - depth of the GH saturated layer top (Popescu, 2006);
λ=1.27 - average thermal conductivity of Quaternary sediments in the area;
n=21 - number of calculation points (resulted X-steps of ~275 and ~280 m);
α=0.1 - initial value of the parameter of regularization;
α C =0.1 - coefficient in α-geometrical progression;
n I =n O =1000 - internal and outer cycles’ number of iterations (2000 in 2 scenaria; 8 is the total
number of scenaria/program runs);
ε=1.E-5 - accuracy for f(x) matching;
ε z =1.E-1 - accuracy for z(x) determination;
ε q =1.E-7 - accuracy for q(x) determination;
q=0.04-419 mW/m2- initial approximation (Lyalko, Sibirtseva, Shportyuk, 1984); 4 scenaria: 0.1,
1, 10, 100 mW/m2;
500 J/g-water – methane hydrate latent heat of dissociation.

Temperature measurement data from sensor No. 22, decreased with the min value (station 9: 9.049 °C) and
temperature anomalies (Fig. 7) are presented on Fig. 8. Anomalies are difference of models of the seafloor
temperature distribution and temperature backgrounds, results of gridding with steps 0.05 and 0.1 deg.

Fig. 8. Measurement and interpreted anomalies

The average thermal conductivity of the Quaternary sediments in the study area is determined from
correlation formulas (Ozerskaya, Tuezova, 1984).

where:

nm = 0. 6 ;

n( z) = nm e − kz
ρ( z) = ρ0 − nm (ρ0 − ρw )e − kz

k = 0. 45 km −1 ;
ρ0 = 2. 68g / cm 3 - average mineral density;
ρw = 1. 03g / cm 3 - sea water density.

The difference between the predicted in this work value for average density (1.91 kg/m3) and those by
Trotsyuk et al. (1990; 1.91 kg/m3) is insignificant regardless of the significant differences in the Quaternary
thickness (1096 and 1400 m).
To calculate thermal conductivity the formula with coefficient of correlation = 0.94 (Trotsyuk, 1982)
was used:
λ = −0. 322 + 0. 837ρ
where:

ρ[ g / cm 3 ] ;
λ[W / m. K ] .

Average Quaternary thermal conductivity used in this work is 1.27 W/m.K (Trotsyuk et al., 1990;
1.20 W/m.K).

Results
Results from 8 numerical experiments are presented on Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Heat source shape and intensity for 4 scenario of initial approximation of the source intensity and for:
A. Anomaly determined from background grid with step 0.05 deg. B. Anomaly determined from background grid with
step 0.1 deg. C. Combined effect of solutions A and B..

Discussion
This pioneer attempt for gas hydrates study with the methods of marine geothermy shows important new
results, contrary to almost widespread opinion that it is impossible.
A simple SWOT analysis of this work and geothermy establishment as a main method for GH study, par
with 2D-3D seismic and CSEM, is optimistic.
Strengths
• Detail bathymetry (multibeam) and temperature (Fielax heat flow
probe) measurements in stable weather without surface waves (Dec. 2013 –
Feb. 2014). Fig. 10 presents differences between bottom surfaces of the area of
interest (Fig. 3) measured in the projects ASSEMBLAGE and SUGAR: the
maximum is 6 m and the average – less than 2 m;
Fig. 10. Differences between ASSEMBLAGE and SUGAR bottom reliefs (multibeam
echosounding)

•

Detail 2D & 3D seismic data and planned MeBo drilling for geometry and physical properties and
gas hydrates distribution check;
• Clear BSR obtained in a wide area.
Weaknesses
• For precise positioning of the probe at the seafloor, an IXSEA Posidonia transponder is mounted on
the wire 100 m above the instrument and IXSEA Oceanos Abyss positioning system was used to
track the probe at depth. But not in cruise MSM34. The result is low accuracy in horizontal
coordinates of about 100 m and in water depth of the penetration point –11.1 m (Cruise report:
Station 7);
• Fielax heat flow probe in autonomous mode, not on-line which made impossible experiment
correction – reason some values to be flagged as “Bad”;
• Line of heat flow stations do not crossed the BSR area or boundary (Fig. 3);
• Lack of enough heat flow stations for detail maps and for backgrounds determination;
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•

Absents of data about near bottom water temperature climate and sedimentation processes make
temporally impossible hear flow data corrections. The effect of different corrections is accounted
integrally in the accuracy of the inverse problem solution;
• Absents of commercial software for heat flow data processing and interpretation.
Opportunities
• Geothermy is the best geophysical method for processes study, because is with the only equation
with time as parameter;
• Heat flow measurements are cheapest and fastest (data in this work is from 6 hours measurements);
• GHSZ is controlled mainly from temperature and this made obligatory geothermy to join other
geophysical methods for inverse problem study;
• Geothermy is the slowest geophysical method, if we need the same density of points but only
working offshore and onshore. But it is the only and fastest for remote sensing from crafts and
satellites. Remote sensing accelerates geothermy methods development but not directly for gas
hydrates study.
Threats
• The late of temperature signal in diurnal surface make the method appropriate for large gas hydrates
deposits and the difference of reality and interpretation results increases with the distance to the
object faster than for concurrent methods.

Conclusion
Inverse problem study of gas hydrates with methods of geothermy is a promising scientific task of
XXI century.
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